Hygiene Service Technician
About Bee Health:
Bee Health is one of the leading UK vitamin, mineral and supplement manufacture specialising in private
label and contract manufacture for some of the world’s largest brands and retailers, from our state-of-theart facility in Bridlington. Bee Health was named one of ‘1000 Companies to Inspire Britain’ by the London
Stock Exchange Group and awarded ‘Supplier of the Year 2016’ and ‘Best Vitamins, Herbals, Minerals &
Supplements Supplier 2016’ by the UK’s leading health retailer Holland & Barrett.
The role:
To act as Hygiene Service Technician, to monitor and report the day-to-day usage of the site PPE, chemicals
and other components required by the site department hygiene teams.
The Hygiene Service Technician is responsible for the hygiene of the amenity areas of both Bee Health sites,
to ensure the department hygiene teams have adequate stock to be able to carry out their department
hygiene tasks. They ensure the stock levels of all components do not drop below the minimum stock
quantity. The monitoring and delivery of an effective laundry service.
Responsibilities include:
To ensure the tasks on the rota for the shift are completed fully and in a timely manner.
To ensure your timekeeping and attendance stays within the company procedures.
Ensuring floors, walls, curtains and stairs are cleaned to a good level of hygiene.
Monitoring rubbish bins and emptying them in the appropriate external containers.
General daily cleaning of non-factory offices, emptying of bins and sweeping the floors.
Vacuuming of carpets and floors, cleaning of skirting boards and mopping of wooden floors.
Deep clean of specific areas in line with the deep clean schedule.
Ensuring all chemicals are always fully labelled and stored correctly.
Working as a team to clean the larger equipment for the factory.
Collection and storage of dirty garments ready for collection each week from both sites.
Timely delivery of dirty laundry cages to and from the delivery driver each week.
Sorting and storage of the clean garments in the hygiene store.
Conducing weekly stock takes and informing the Quality Manager/Hygiene Manager of the levels
and recommending the order quantity based on minimum order stock holding including chemicals.
Complying with our highest quality standards and that of the Food Standards Agency.
Ensure relevant records and paperwork are completed on time.
In this role you will be required to wear appropriate safety protection (PPE), and to comply with our high
internal quality standards.
Skills & Experience:
You will be trained via a one-day course delivered by Holchem regarding chemical training.
This is a fast-paced environment met with production demands.
You are required to have good English language skills and able to follow instructions.
Ideally experienced with working in a food safety area.

Able to take instruction and follow procedures diligently.
An understanding of basic Health, Safety and Food Standards.
A respectful and valuable team member.
The ability to work quickly and methodically.
This is a full-time permanent role. The working pattern is 4 days on, and 4 days off rotating over an 8-day
cycle. The 4 on shifts are 12 hours 6am to 6pm.
The rate of pay is £9.00 per hour increasing with experience.
This role is based at Carnaby Industrial Estate, Bridlington YO15 3QY. For any further information or to
receive a copy of the Job Description please contact Tim Frear, HR Business Partner at
tim.frear@beehealth.com or call 01262 607890.

